Dear friends,

Newsletter November 2014

There’s not much going on down here. At least nothing what is interesting enough to announce in the bimonthly ProHolland motor vacations update. About ProHolland we have great news! Continue reading.

Prices 2015
We will do what we do every year: we won’t change the price of our ‘one and only unique 10 days experience
one two wheels through the Netherlands’. What we will do is offering even better value for money.
Of course it could be a possibility to lower the price. Doing this we have to cut costs somewhere else to make
sure we have some money left at the end of the month. Most efficient is lowering labor costs. Second best thing
is to use less expensive (special) places to sleep. But these two elements are both what makes our company
different from the rest: an excellent staff and a huge variety in sleeping places. So no concessions in this part of
our business.

Most important: getting (more) value for money!
Another way to make more money: go big. More guests joining a trip. But the first question which pops-up in
our minds: how to maintain the current safety standard? Everyone knows driving a motorcycle isn’t always as
safe as we want it to be. Driving a motorcycle in a foreign country is even more difficult. Driving in a group is
often more demanding than driving on your own. So we think driving in bigger groups is asking for problems.
So we don’t do it.
Last thing to consider: skip all the extras. Make the trips as basic as possible. The set-price will be a basic-price.
When the customers are here in the Netherlands surprise them with many (and high) additional costs.
Another pillar supporting our success is service. We think this is priceless and for sure we refuse to ask money
for it.
So money wise nothing will change like the staff and all the extras. Service wise things will change, but only for
the better. Service and comfort are two of our strong holts. We will make sure every year we invest time and
money into these items so we stay way ahead of our competition.

Departure dates 2015
Now the prices are known for next season we ‘only’ have to select our departure days. Next newsletter (January
2015) we will announce them. Roughly they will be like in our last season starting somewhere in May and
ending somewhere in September. Simply because these months offer the best weather in the Netherlands.
On special request it is always possible to discuss other possibilities. Just send us an e-mail:
info@proholland.com

More 2015 news
We would like to do more private and/or tours on special request. Theme tours or even tours for special kinds of
people. Elderly or perhaps even handicapped people. Do you know groups or individuals who are/is interested
in the Netherlands tell them about us. Yes we realize driving kris-kros through the Netherlands on motorcycles
together with elderly (really old!!) people perhaps isn’t the brightest idea we ever had, but we also can do it by
bus.
So again: tell them about us or tell us about them and we make sure we get in touch. An e-mail to
info@proholland.com will do the trick.

Fun part
Enough is enough. Business has to wait because ‘one day without fun is a day you didn’t live’. It is hard to
translate a Dutch expression into English but you probably known what it wants to tell you.
Did you know?
The fastest motorcycle (????) ever did exactly 591.24 km/h

motorcycle?? (BUB lucky Seven Streamliner)

The Flying Dutchman, Mr. Frank Gillebaard, used a ‘normal’ Suzuki GSX1300R to reach 427,12 km/h and it
looks like this

Real motorcycle !!
Question: which motorcycle is the biggest best seller ever?? Answer: Honda Super Club. And it looks like this.

Never seen one? Go to Asia and you will see them everywhere.
For sure you know the first motorcycle equipped with an airbag. But do you know which one it is? It is this one.

Honda Goldwing.
The first ever motorcycle ever was built by Gottlieb Daimler and Wilhelm Maybach in 1885 and it looked like
this.

Including site wheels: so you can’t tip over.

Regards,

Kyle Hoekstra
Olst the Netherlands
0031649935484

Info@proholland.com / www.proholland.com

NB: if you aren’t interested please let us know and we’ll stop the e-mail

